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KNOW US …. 

Scaling new heights Prince Public School, Rohini, is gaining recognition and cognizance under the aegis of Prince Public School 

Education Society, since more than two decades. We are committed to nurture and navigate the young minds to achieve their 

learning goals with perseverance and perfection and secure a promising future in their area of interest. Moving ahead of times, 

Prince Public School is providing quality education with modern facilities, appropriate exposure and impressive infrastructure for 

the students to attain holistic development and an innovating mindset to achieve the best in life. 

VISION AND MISSION 

The vision of the school is to strive for excellence and create a morally grounded, tech - smart, learned generation which is ready 

to face the world of novel challenges with ease. We aspire to make learning accessible masses by keeping it affordable and 

reachable.  

The institution has gained recognition as a progressive co-educational school recognized by Directorate of Education, Delhi, with 

C.B.S.E affiliation that offers education from Pre-School to XII with the advantages of sophisticated infrastructure, modern 

facilities, contemporary teaching and pedagogies, mental wellbeing programs and a panoramic vision to deliver academic 

excellence. We focus on choosing the best faculty in varied departments and retaining their mentorship for years to gain the 

advantage of their experience and expertise. The school has earned acclamation in its arduous journey by being invariably 

characterized by determination and dedication and has established itself by providing best-in-class education with an innovative 

Child-Centric Curriculum, smart and well-versed students and satisfied parents.  

At Prince Public School it is not merely about success, it is about instilling willingness for learning and a discipline that will stay 

with the students for life.   

WOW FEATURES!!! 
 

The holistic approach to groom the students in various scholastic and non-scholastic arenas of learning is the need of today. 

In the technology driven world of today, students can choose their area of interest from the beginning and channelize their 

efforts in right direction to achieve success.  

Prince Public School aims to prepare the children to dream fearlessly and work zealously under the leadership of capable 

teachers and thereby gain recognition in life.  

        Safety and security is a major concern which is ensured by utilising our trusted and old support staff in the school 

for the junior students. The school premises are under CCTV surveillance on all the strategic points. The school 

transport is also GPS enabled and is monitored for safety. 

The Junior Wing of the school is a separate unit for reasons of safety and to pamper the little ones with love, care 

and a cozy atmosphere, where they can blossom with freedom and cheer. The conducive environment for children 

nurtures their latent and potential talents so as to make them independent, confident, virtuous youngsters who 

can walk out and eye the sky. We follow a No child left behind policy – through differentiated learning with ideal 

teacher – student ratio.  

The thoughtfully designed A.C. Classrooms, Play- House, Pantry area, Montessori Apparatus, Junior Computer 

laboratory, Math Lab., Reading Zone take these curious learners on the journey of self-discovery to prepare them 

for big achievements in life.  

Their Academics begin with play, undergoes introduction, innovation and exploration to finally infer the 

conclusions and progress in learning. The framework of academic curriculum is a well-connected model 

consisting of experiential, art integrated and comprehensive learning strategies.  

Personality Development is focused through Stage Exposures, Educational Excursions, Lab. Activities, Inter 

school and Intra school competitions, Puppet shows, Dance Art and Theatre Clubs, and participation and 

involvement in year round Festival Celebrations which make them confident and conversant from the beginning. 

        Sports is integrated as a regular practice in daily routine to refresh and replenish the students on physical, 

mental and  

developmental levels. We focus on Free Play, Montessori Exercises, Races and Muscle Strengthening sports along 

with a plethora of Fun Games, as per the age and class level.  
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Keeping the students psychologically strong is need of today. The school Counsellor ensures to conduct regular 

counselling and awareness sessions on needed topics with the aim to make them understand all the aspects of making 

right and wise choice in moments of crisis. At higher levels the sessions of stress management play a vital role in 

keeping the students relaxed.   

 

       We keep the social and moral quotient of our students high by aligning them to the most renowned social service 

platform, the Rotary Club. The Interacts conduct activities like Blood Donation Camp, Visits to Orphanages and 

Old Age Homes, Roti Bank, Waste Paper Recycling etc. to lend a hand towards the needy and set an example for 

the young peer group.  

 

       We keep our faculty updated with latest learning strategies through a comprehensive and continuous in-service 

training programmes. This keeps them abreast with upcoming pedagogies for the benefit and better growth of the 

students. 

Parents at Prince Public School are our dignified critiques who support and guide us for continuous growth and 

progress. They are directly involved in their ward’s pursuits, progress and proclamations through regular Parent 

Teacher Interactions. Parents suggestions, feedback and discussions are regularly taken to get and give required 

information for the progress of the students. 

       The School Software eases the parents’ efforts to connect with the development and progress of their children at a 

glance along with complete freedom of payment of fee just at a click. The grand gatherings like Grand Parents Day 

celebration, Mother’s Day meet are various opportunities to get together with our parents during the session. 

 

ANNUAL EVENTS GALORE 

➢ Orientation Day  

➢ Investiture Ceremony 

➢ Rotary Club Installation 

➢ House Clan formation 

➢ Interschool competitions 

➢ Olympiads and MUNs for exposure and awareness 

➢ Co-scholastic clubs 

➢ Yoga, Meditation and Mindfulness Activities 

➢ Counselling and Mental Health Sessions by faculty of experts 

➢ Participation of students in Art, Dance and Literary activities at Zonal and District level 

➢ Zonal level participation in sports like Kho- Kho, Kabaddi, Shotput, Cricket, Chess, Badminton etc.  

 

ACHIEVEMENTS 

Our students have achieved an exemplary result with majority of them securing distinctions and cracking the board exams     

with glorious performances in the session 2022-23. 

 

➢ 86 students scored 90% and above in various subjects in class XII CBSE Examination.  

➢ 65 students scored 90% and above in various subjects in class X CBSE Examination. 

 

Besides these, students of all classes (Pre School – XII) participated in all the activities organized by the CBSE to keep in 

sync with the principles of the New Education Policy and in order to develop 21st century skills and competencies among 

them. The laurels and achievements bagged by the students during the academic session make us proud. 


